Evaluation of novel sample identification approach based on chromatographic fingerprint set correlation homogeneity analysis.
Instead of usual rationale for chromatographic fingerprint based sample identification which relies upon visual inspection or principal component analysis of raw or aligned chromatograms novel nonparametric statistical measure of fingerprint set homogeneity is proposed. Randomization test is applied for significance analysis of fingerprint set homogeneity while average maximum crosscorrelation is used as a merit function. Chromatogram sets generated by random selection from standard and unknown sample chromatogram collections are compared with respect to merit function values with set of chromatograms that represents standard and/or unknown sample. In that instance fingerprint homogeneity significance is represented by the fraction of random chromatogram sets that have higher merit values than the standard and/or unknown sample sets. A set of peptide maps corresponding to different haemoglobin variants has been selected for evaluation of proposed test. This approach is compared to chromatogram alignment based on correlation optimized warping coupled with principal component or cluster analysis. Proposed method is simple i.e. straightforward sample identification procedure which reliability has been evaluated here. Impact of this approach on peptide mapping validation and system suitability analysis is discussed.